THE GREAT IRISH FAMINE
the people and in the general political tradition of the whole
nation, the Irish, with their talent for political organization, their
intensity of effort, and their ubiquity, counted for more in
spiritual effect than in numbers. There was a time when, of
all the immigration from beyond the Atlantic, Irish immigration
had the greatest effect. This has been somewhat diminished by
the arrival of so many other European elements to mix with
what had been originally, apart from the Negro population and
a small original Dutch element, mainly British in origin.
What the Famine and its effects have set up as a permanent
factor in the relations between England and the United States
is the fixing of an idea which the citizens of the United States
have never been slow to accept—that England is tyrannical, and
on that account odious to the American temper. It is the last
accusation which anyone familiar with the internal spirit of the
English would admit, but, acting upon a culture increasingly
alien to England, the memories of the Irish Famine, the way in
which it was met (or rather not met), the evictions, and all the
rest, have had permanent effect across the Atlantic.
 (4)	The Irish Political Genius.   The Irish people have shown
in modern times—that is, since the seventeenth century—a very
remarkable talent for political organization.   Within their own
country it was exercised with skill under a great handicap, but
its chances were destroyed when the last organized army failed
at the end of the seventeenth century and when the Treaty of
Limerick, which had been wrested from the Dutch and English
commanders, was broken by Parliament.   Those who would
have naturally led in the political combinations within Ireland
itself either became exiles in order to have a career, or went
over to the religion and culture of the occupying power.   The
emigrant Irish, though drawn almost entirely from the poorer
parts of the community, showed, the moment they were under
free conditions, this talent for political organization to which
I allude.   Its effect has greatly increased, and gives them more
weight than even their considerable numbers would command.
 (5)	Economic Effects.  The Famine and consequent emigration
to Great Britain and the United States and the Dominions
gradually built up for the first time since the confiscations under
Oliver Cromwell an economic reserve for the Irish people main-
taining their own religion and culture.   They were to be found
in all the liberal professions, the army and the law, medicine
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